Agenda Marie Claire idées 2012

da: Marie Claire

Modello: LIBFR-9782848313559

Agenda 2012 Marie Claire Idées.
A lot of different propositions, all really original, for your celebrations. A lot of decorations for your house and your table. Let be inspired by these pages where feasts are the protagonists!
160 pages.

Price: € 6.99 (incl. VAT)
Coudre pour bébé : 40 modèles de 0 à 12 mois
Da: Marie Claire

Modello: LIBFR-9782848314464

Coudre pour bébé : 40 modèles de 0 à 12 mois
Polka-dot creepers, a soft cushion for the high chair, a funny, little puppet and a carry changing top: they're just some of the elegant and practical baby models in this book. Detailed instructions and life-size paper models are going to easily enable you to craft little masterpieces. Use fashionable fabrics and let yourself be inspired by this book, making you and your little ones happy.

160 pages

Price: € 14.95 (incl. VAT)
Mon premier trousseau

d: Marie Claire

Mon premier trousseau: 75 modèles à tricoter pour la première année de bébé
Nice suits for babies up to one year. For both boys and girls.
160 pages

Price: € 14.95 (incl. VAT)
Petites bêtes à coudre : 50 modèles faciles à faire

da: Marie Claire

Modello: LIBFR-9782848313658

Petites bêtes à coudre : 50 modèles faciles à faire
Butterflies, ladybirds, bugs: open your door and welcome all of them. The magazine Marie Claire Idées proposes you more than 50 patterns to create. By using all the thread and fabric techniques (patchwork, transfert, appliqué, embroidery, sewing or knitting), these animals will give you the will to make them being part of your life. Just use needles and pens!

Price: € 15.90 (incl. VAT)
La couture pour tous : De la boîte à couture à la machine à coudre

A handbook turning sewing into something at anybody's reach, to get to know everything on this craft and all its necessary notions, as well as the essential techniques to be able to embellish cushions, curtains and so on. Tessa Evelegh is giving you simple, practical advice and tricks, for spruce results. All basic steps are explained clearly and easily, along with a number of pictures, for further, step-by-step explanations. The book also includes 20 basic projects, which you're going to definitely create some little masterpieces from!

By Tessa Evelegh

223 pages in French

Price: € 24.90 (incl. VAT)
Books and Magazines

**Basiques enfants**

*da: Marie Claire*

Modello: LIBFR-9782848314891

**Basiques enfants**

**Price: € 14.95 (incl. VAT)**
Doudous rigolos au crochet

da: Marie Claire

Modello: LIBFR-9782848314686

Doudous rigolos au crochet

Price: € 14.95 (incl. VAT)
Déguisements à coudre

da: Marie Claire

Modello: LIBFR-9782848314785

Déguisements à coudre
25 magical and poetical disguises to sew for children from 4 to 20 years old. For the girls: the marquise, the fairy, the angel, the mermaid, Little Red Riding Hood...
For the boys: the knight, the pirate, the tamer...
160 pages in French.

Price: € 24.90 (incl. VAT)
Modèles chics pour enfants

da: Marie Claire

Modèle: LIBFR-9782848315089

Modèles chics pour enfants
Sewing your own clothes is in fashion again. With the help of detailed step-by-step instructions, this book helps you create beautiful clothes for children from 2 to 10 years old, boys and girls. Playing with the fabrics you will be able to adapt the models to the everyday life as well as for the special occasions. 130 pages in French.

Price: € 24.90 (incl. VAT)
Guide pratique du patchwork : Les nouvelles bases du quilting

Modello: LIBFR-9782848315225

Guide pratique du patchwork : The basics of modern quilting
- 12 quilting projects for beginners, experts and intermediates.
- Learn to cut, make appliqué, stuff with sewing machine, strengthen and finish a work.
- All the tricks to being organised and mastering all methods.
- Change colors and fabrics as you wish to every creation to change the aspect of it.
Author: Elizabeth Hartman
127 pages in French

Price: € 20.00 (incl. VAT)
Chaussettes à tricoter

da: Marie Claire

Modello: LIBFR-9782848315393

Chaussettes à tricoter
High, low, gaiters or socks, discover 25 models to knit to knit for the all family. Trendy ideas to cuddle your feet!
128 pages in French

Price: € 15.90 (incl. VAT)
Sacs et accessoires en raphia

da: Marie Claire

Modello: LIBFR-9782848315331

Sacs et accessoires en raphia
Natural, light and easy to carry, raffia allows to create really nice bags, clutches, hats, belts, jewellery ... All the bases of crochet as well as the more complex types of stitches are explained with the help of step-by-step pictures.
80 pages.

Price: € 18.00 (incl. VAT)
Motifs du jardin à broder

de: Marie Claire

Motifs du jardin à broder

Embroiding will always be a very relaxing hobby. This work suggests about thirty models that revolve around the theme of the garden: from flowers of course, to trees, vegetables. Canvas, threads or ribbons will be embroidered on bags, seatbacks, pillows or notebooks, anything to make your garden look prettier.

127 pages in French.

Price: € 15.90 (incl. VAT)
Books and Magazines

**Coudre pour la maison : 50 projets chic et charme**
da: Marie Claire

![Book cover](image)

Modello: LIBFR-9782848315348

You've always wanted to sew and rearrange your house but never dared to? This complete and practical work is what you need. Throughout fifty projects you will learn the basics of sewings. This book is filled with tricks for improving and customizing your creations. Also, many ideas for the making of curtains, sheets, covers and other pillows with pictures and detailed instructions.

Author: Adeline Lobut.
192 pages in French.

**Price: € 19.90** (incl. VAT)
Chapeaux et serre-têtes

da: Marie Claire

Modello: LIBFR-9782848315355

Chapeaux et serre-têtes
Elegant, classy, hats are the essential accessory. Weddings, parties, vacations ... the occasions where to put on your creations won't be missed. The designs suggested in this book will show you the straw hat in a whole new light! With the help of pearls, ribbons or paint, you can transform it as you wish. You can also create headbands, hair clips and hair pins. This book is richly illustrated and will let you find out how to adapt hats to your own taste.

Author: Isabelle Leloup
127 pages in French.

Price: € 18.00 (incl. VAT)
Accessoires Femmes : 40 modèles à tricoter

da: Marie Claire

Modello: LIBFR-9782848315478

Accessoires Femmes : 40 modèles à tricoter
Threads, stitches, and beautiful colors, fashionable designs to protect yourself from the first chills of the fall or from the freezing cold, original ideas to be chic day to night! This book puts together 40 irresistible accessories to knit, from the simplest one to the more sophisticated kind.

128 pages in French

Price: € 12.95 (incl. VAT)
Tricoter vintage : 30 modèles femme et homme

da: Marie Claire

Modello: LIBFR-9782848315645

Tricoter vintage : The chic and glamorous fifties, the minis and the geometries of the sixties, the hippie spirit of the seventies, sweaters and waistcoats designs for men and women revisited ... An irresistible vintage way of knitting.

127 pages in French

Price: € 12.95 (incl. VAT)
Guide des travaux d’aiguilles

da: Marie Claire

Modello: LIBFR-9782848315577

Guides des travaux d’aiguilles : Pour tout apprendre en 107 leçons

This work is for those who want to jump in the world of needleworks, whether it's sewing, patchwork, stitching, crochet and knitting but who don't know all the techniques. 107 detailed lessons with charts to guide you in your learning. 20 works that will allow you to create and put to test these lessons. So bring out fabrics, needles, threads, crochets, scissors and … go for it!

192 pages in French

Price: € 25.90 (incl. VAT)
Sacs en tissu

da: Marie Claire

Modello: LIBFR-9782848316314

Sacs en tissu
Discover the art of printing original patterns on your fabrics, whether your style is more natural - flowers and leaves - or graphic, with circles and more. You will find bags for all tastes: for kids and adults, but all are very functional and modern. Clear and detailed instructions, together with a technical guide will help you create these wonderful works.
128 pages in French.

Price: € 18.00 (incl. VAT)
Je débute au crochet

da: Marie Claire

Modello: LIBFR-9782848316512

Je débute au crochet
This book will teach you the basics of crochets stitches throughout a richly illustrated guide, with essential advices.
30 timeless designs to put into practice the bases of crochet: detailed instructions, pictures and charts that will guide you in the making of waistcoats, tank tops, accessories, etc. for the whole family.

Author: Phildar
128 pages in French

Price: € 14.95 (incl. VAT)
Crochet et tricot en coton pour bébé

da: Marie Claire

Modello: LIBFR-9782848316482

Crochet et tricot en coton pour bébé
This book offers you 30 lovely creations for the arrival of your baby!
Discover clothes and accessories for spring and summer: 15 outfits to crochet and/or knit that will light up you and your little one.
Each design is represented with numerous illustrations, together with a technical sheet that includes paper models, instructions and sketches showing each step of the making.
This book is made in partnership with DMC.
128 pages in French

Price: € 15.90 (incl. VAT)
**Bonnets, snoods & écharpes**
da: Marie Claire

Modello: LIBFR-9782848316529

Discover 25 soft and original designs to knit yourself! Snoods, beanies, ponchos and other fashionable accessories like scarves: Perfect for facing the winter with softness.

96 pages in French

**Price: € 15.90** (incl. VAT)
Sacs en cuir
da: Marie Claire

Modello: LIBFR-9782848316499

Colorful and original creations to make your own leather bags. Illustrations of the basic techniques to make 30 fashionable designs for bags, coin purses and pouches starting from leather. 128 pages in French

Price: € 15.90 (incl. VAT)
J'habille mes poupées

da: Marie Claire

Modello: LIBFR-9782848317335

Nothing more important than wearing the right outfit in every occasion, even if you're a doll! Here is an occasion to make it travel while knitting these 30 costumes. Little girls will fall in love with each one of these unique and refined creations, thought especially for mannequin and traditional dolls, while the mothers will be delighted by these playful designs that are really easy to stitch thanks to the step by step instructions and the numerous pictures.

Text in French

Price: € 12.95 (incl. VAT)
Agenda Couture 2015

da: Marie Claire

Modello: LIBFR-9782848317519

A practical and appealing agenda; each week comes with a nicely illustrated sewing work, original and easy to make thanks to the step by step instructions. The only hard thing will be having to wait for the following week!

12 thematic lessons, as well as tips and the most important events of the year, such as exhibitions, shows and more, ainsi que de nombreuses astuces et les événements incontournables de l’année: salons, rendez-vous!

Author: Jaune Citron

Price: € 9.95 (incl. VAT)
Coffret Bijoux et breloques

da: Marie Claire

Modello: LIBFR-9782848317021

Necklaces, bracelets, pendants and many more creations that your children will easily create thanks to this pretty box. Inside you will find: beads, polymer clay, felt and ribbons. Essential materials to help the kids customizing their jewelry and surprise their friends!

Author: Justine de Lagausie

24 pages in French

Price: € 15.90 (incl. VAT)
Coffret Tricot et crochet
da: Marie Claire

Modello: LIBFR-9782848317045

Scarfes, mittens, gaiters, cushions, bags, bracelets, wreaths, baskets: whether it's for her or for her room, your daughter will have plenty to choose from among all these projects to knit or crochet!

Author: Astrid Le Provost
24 pages in French

Price: € 15.90 (incl. VAT)
Coffret Couture et mode

da: Marie Claire

Modello: LIBFR-9782848317014

A small sewing case to store all your instruments, and also a bag, a scarf, a keychain, a wreath ans more.

Author: Christelle Sanchez

24 pages in French

Price: € 15.90 (incl. VAT)
Happy couture

da: Marie Claire

Modello: LIBFR-9782848317120

28 projets to create your very own style. Learn how to create jewelry, bags and unique objects to customize your room. Choose among 28 fun designs that you can craft yourself or with your friends. Discover and develop your hidden talent.

Author: Annabel Wrigley

176 Pages in French

Price: € 18.00 (incl. VAT)
Bonnets et cagoules enfants

da: Marie Claire

Chic and warm, street wear or fun, irresistible beanies and hats to knit for children from 4 to 10 years old. Happy colors, carefully designed shapes, soft materials, kids will love wearing these cute accessories!

Author: Phildar
Text in French

Price: € 12.95 (incl. VAT)
Precieux Bracelets

da: Marie Claire

Friendship bracelets are a memory of your childhood that have become an amazing trend. It has become classy and comes in many different materials or styles; very easy to craft yourself, this book will show you how to do it. You can choose among 25 designs. Knotting and weaving techniques, numerous yarns and strings are mixed together with metallic or glass beads, for customizing. Each design is explained step by step and illustrated.

Also, there is a first part dedicated to basic techniques and tools to use in order to master the art of this timeless jewelry!

Author: Di Kim

128 pages in French

Price: € 16.90 (incl. VAT)
Accessoires de mode à coudre
da: Marie Claire

Modello: LIBFR-9782848316390

Handbags, pouches, belts, collars, hats, headbands ... 30 accessory designs to discover and sew yourself, for a glamorous, vintage, élégant and daring touch. Detailed instructions with charts and patterns: it's very hard to resist to all these easy and fashionable creations!
Author: Isabelle Leloup
127 pages in French

Price: € 15.90 (incl. VAT)
Je couds pour bébé

Prepare yourself for the arrival of your baby and discover 30 cute creations with this book!
Dresses, baby's vests and trousers for little girls,
irresistible overalls, waistcoats or bibs for little boys, but also accessories for your baby's room.
128 pages in French

Price: € 18.90 (incl. VAT)
Discover Tunisian crochet in 10 lessons and 20 original designs: an illustrated step by step guide for beginners or skilled crocheters. Halfway between crochet and knitting, this technique allows you to create very fashionable accessories such as beanies, headbands, belts, keychains, bags or cushions!

128 pages in French

Price: € 18.00 (incl. VAT)
There is nothing cuter than a pair of baby's shoes, especially the fashionable kind! This book contains 30 designs for baby shoes, booties and slippers, each with step by step instructions as well as more than 200 pictures. The technical section includes the bases of crochet and special stitches used for the more elaborated projects. All creations are explained from ages 0 to 6 months and 6 to 12 months.

144 pages in French

**Price:** € 18.00 (incl. VAT)
This work presents 18 projects with cute little birds to sew, from the most simple to the more difficult ones. Designs can be created with the help of a sewing machine or by hand. A complete list of the needed materials tops it off. Plus, tips from the author to make of each bird a decorative everyday object!

Author: Virginia Lindsay
128 pages in French

Price: € 18.00 (incl. VAT)
Simple, colorful, poetic, each doll has its own personality. They are all beautiful, find the one that resembles you the most, makes you laugh or dream on! Add just some fabric, ribbons and small buttons, and you will bring these projects to life.

Author: Clémentine Collinet

128 pages in French

Price: € 16.90 (incl. VAT)
Chaussons sympas à tricoter - enfants

da: Marie Claire

Modello: LIBFR-9782848318158

Delicate ballerina, friendly monster, rainbow in the sky or fur imitation. Bergere de France and Marie Claire suggests you 30 models of slippers to knit for all seasons! Chic, funny, simple or extravagant, they will conquer boys and girls aged from 3 to 38 months. Simple to create and you can use them every day!

126 pages in french

Price: € 15.90 (incl. VAT)
Atelier Couture Enfants

da: Marie Claire

Modello: LIBFR-9782848318073

30 objects easy, cute and funny for the first steps in sewing of your children! Models are explained with patterns and drawings. Felt is a very easy material to work with.

Author: Clémentine Collinet

128 pages in French

Price: € 16.90 (incl. VAT)
Books and Magazines

Customisation couture
da: Marie Claire

Modello: LIBFR-9782848318080

A book with many ideas to customize your clothes and accessories with lace, buttons, flower fabric.
Author: Lise Meunier
128 pages in French

Price: € 15.90 (incl. VAT)
Macramé pas à pas

dà: Marie Claire

Modello: LIBFR-9782848318134

30 original ideas with step by step photos to create bags, shopping bags, jewelry, belts, with macramé style.
Autor: Claire Rougerie
128 pages in French

Price: € 16.90 (incl. VAT)
Tricotins, pompons et tresses
da: Marie Claire

Modello: LIBFR-9782848318233

Puppets, animals, decorations for the room, toys that you can create by knitting, weaving, or with pompoms! Many beautiful ideas easy to do even for 4 years old children!

Author: Frédérique Alexandre

126 pages in french

Price: € 14.95 (incl. VAT)
Agenda Tricot 2016

da: Marie Claire

Modello: LIBFR-9782848318615

In this Agenda every week you will find some new decorative ideas, accessoires, fashionable clothes that you can knit or crochet. Dolls and children’s clothes, decorative house items (pictures, pillows, blankets), but also fashionable accessories and clothes for adults (scarves, clothes) they will fulfill your desire for creativity. In addition, still about 10 projects to crochet for summer!

Price: € 9.95 (incl. VAT)
Je couds pour ma fille et sa poupée

da: Marie Claire

Modello: LIBFR-9782848318554

In this book you will find great inspiration to sew garments for your little girl and her doll: dresses, skirts, tops and other accessories. Different and colorful creations for kids from 2 to 6 years of age and for a doll 36 cm of height.

Author: Clémentine Lubin

95 pages in French

Price: € 18.90 (incl. VAT)
Coudre pour l’école

da: Marie Claire

Modello: LIBFR-9782848318578

In this book you will find great inspiration to sew colorful pencil cases, fashionable overalls and much. Plenty of fun ideas for back-to-school season!

Author: Clementine Lubin

128 pages in French

Price: € 16.90 (incl. VAT)
Vendre ses créations couture

da: Marie Claire

Modello: LIBFR-9782848318622

This work explains how to create and manage in the comfort of your home a company of hand sewn objects. Tips of marketing and promotions, stories of four successful women to help you out and more. The goal of this book is to guide into starting the business you love. You will also find 16 designs to get you started with your shop (Certain models have copyright)

Author: Virginia Lindsay

151 pages in French.

Price: € 18.00 (incl. VAT)
Coffret Pompons fantaisie et yoyos en tissu

da: Marie Claire

Modello: LIBFR-9782848318646

A pedagogical work to create 9 pompons designs. Each project comes together with a picture of the object to create, list of materials, a step by step guide of the making. Accessories for the first few designs are included. The box contains:
- 1 ball of wool
- 1 fabric circle
- 4 cards for the making of 7 cm and 9 cm pompoms
- 3 pairs of googly eyes
- 1 instructions book

For ages 8 and up.
Author: Cendrine Armani
23 pages in French

Price: € 15.90 (incl. VAT)
Coffret bijoux et miniatures
da: Marie Claire

Modello: LIBFR-9782848318653

A pedagogical work to create 9 pompoms designs. Each project comes together with a picture of the object to create, list of materials, a step by step guide of the making. Accessories for the first few designs are included.

The box contains:
- 1 bag of decorative multicolor beads
- 1 box with WePAM clay in 3 different colors (145gr)
- 1 instructions book

For ages 8 and up.
Author: Elodie Bideau
23 pages in French

Price: € 15.90 (incl. VAT)
Déco & rangement

da: Marie Claire

Modello: LIBFR-9782848319483

Candle holders or a throw for your living room, a stool for your kitchen, a rug for your bathroom, a wreath for your bedroom ...

Discover 25 original creations to organize and decorate your home! Neutral shades, ethnic atmospheres with warm colors or vintage ones, there is something for everyone.

Crocheted or knitted, these designs use the Natura XL and Yummy cotton yarns by DMC, for a voluminous and colorful result!

96 pages in French.

Price: € 15.90 (incl. VAT)
In this book Aurelia Henry want to recreate the atmosphere of his shop. A friendly, creative place to live, where the pile patterned and printed fabrics that can not be found anywhere else. A unique work where greed is synonymous with creativity and fantasy. This love of color makes us discover his many accomplishments: dreamcatcher, braided bracelets, cloth baskets, earrings, tassels and feathers, small bags or cushions ...! Many colorful creations to realize oneself with detailed explanations, sketches and photos.

Author: Aurélia Henry
128 Pages in French.

Price: € 16.90 (incl. VAT)
Agenda créatif Marie Claire idées 2017

da: Marie Claire

Modello: LIBFR-9782848319858

The Agenda Marie Claire Idées 2017 is filled with creative ideas to decorate your home in a simple and inexpensive way!
160 pages in French

Price: € 7.95 (incl. VAT)
Tricoter malin & pas cher !
da: Marie Claire

Modello: LIBFR-9782848319612

Tricoter malin & pas cher ! 40 idées avec très peu de laine pour toutes les saisons
35 fashion accessories or small decorations that are quick and easy to knit! 127 pages in French

Price: € 14.95 (incl. VAT)
Tricot spécial débutante

da: Marie Claire

pretty soon knitting won't be a secret to you! Whether you’re a beginner or a knitting expert, don’t be afraid to dare! This work is just what you need. Inside, you’ll find tips and tricks for:

- The shopping for supplies (needles, yarns, wool ...)
- The understanding of the designs.
- Sizes: measuring your works and more ...
- The basics of knitting ...

Designs with step by step instructions and 10 lessons to guide you through!

96 pages in French

Price: € 15.90 (incl. VAT)
Mille & une façons de tricoter - 36 modèles

da: Marie Claire

Modello: LIBFR-9791032300404

128 pages in French

Price: € 14.95 (incl. VAT)
Cadeaux de naissance à coudre

da: Marie Claire

Modello: LIBFR-9791032300794

What a pleasure to sew on your own the gifts for the welcoming of a newborn baby! Decorate his or her room with a lovely garland, create a bath robe, a vest or tiny bootees, a playmat or a baby bunting ... Discover 22 essential garments and accessories for the first months of your baby's life. Follow the charts and step by step instructions to create lovely designs with Frou-Frou fabrics and celebrate the birth of a new life!
Authors: Coralie Bijasson, Sonia Roy
126 pages in French

Price: € 17.90 (incl. VAT)
Apprendre à coudre à la main et à la machine

da: Marie Claire

Modello: LIBFR-9791032300800

Some thread, a needle or a sewing machine and you're ready to get your sewing experience started! You will be introduced to stitches and basic techniques for hand and machine sewing. Specifically thought for beginners and for those who already know the basics, this book gives you step by step lessons that will quickly teach you how to create accessories, home decor, garments and more ...

254 pages in French.

Price: € 19.90 (incl. VAT)
Bijoux et miniatures en pate polymere

da: Marie Claire

Create lots of tiny lovely objects with Polymer clay.
Author: Elodie Bideau
24 pages in French

Price: € 15.90 (incl. VAT)
Crochet mode pour toute saison : 22 modèles femmes et fillettes

da: Marie Claire

With this work you will be able to create fashionable designs for every season just using a crochet hook and your favorite colors.

22 trendy works: Hats, scarves, coats ... lots of garment models for women from size 36 to size 54 and for children from 4 to 8 years of age.

95 pages in French

Price: € 15.90 (incl. VAT)
Agenda créatif 2018 : 53 projets autour du papier

da: Marie Claire

Modello: LIBFR-9781032301135

The Agenda Marie Claire Idées 2018 is filled with creative ideas to decorate your home in a simple and inexpensive way! A year filled with weekly projects for every season and holiday. Origami, kirigami, cartonnage, quilling, scrapbooking and more!

160 pages in French

Price: € 12.00 (incl. VAT)
Hand-made gifts are the most precious gifts of all. Inside this work you will find 34 projects to knit and crochet for friends, family and even your beloved pets!

128 pages in French

Price: € 14.95 (incl. VAT)
Feel like trying out embroidery or are you just looking for some new lovely embroidery designs? This book is just what you need! A few scraps of fabric, an embroidery hoop, needle and thread are all you need to create these 41 beautiful designs to hang on your walls or to give out to friends and family!

Author: Juliette Michelet
95 pages in French

Price: € 17.90 (incl. VAT)